Clear Form

The "BIG BOOK'S" Way to Be Rid of Resentment (pages 63
67)

person who hurt
me

people who don't
park within the
lines

Study from the bottom of page 65 to end of the 3rd paragraph on page 67, and then follow the instructions. Go to
each person who has harmed you or someone and say "_______ is spiritually sick." Don't forget to say the
Resentment Prayer (Lines 3-5, page 67), "God, please help me show ________ the same tolerance, pity and
patience I would cheerfully grant a sick friend" for each and every person who has harmed you, themselves or
someone else in Column 1 prior to starting Column 4.

Self-Esteem
Security (Pkt. Books)
Ambitions
Personal Relations
Sex Relations
Is any fear involved?

DON’T
INSTRUCTIONS:
Affects my: (3) FORGET
Core Character Defects (4)
THIS!
"Putting out of our minds the wrongs others have done, [use fold
Study from the bottom of page 63 to the end of page 65 and
lines to cover Columns 2 and 3] we resolutely looked for our own
then follow its instructions: a) List all people, institutions and
mistakes. Where had we been selfish, dishonest, self-seeking and
principles (Column 1) from top to bottom. b) List all "causes"
frightened? . . . [D]isregard the other person involved entirely.
(Column 2), top to bottom. c) Do all six instincts in Column 3
Where were we to blame? . . . When we saw our faults we listed
from top to bottom for each “cause”. d) Consider the first
them. We placed them before us in black and white. We admitted
three columns carefully. e) Then, complete Column 4 from
our wrongs honestly and were willing to set these matters straight."
top to bottom.
(page 67)
I’m resentful at: (1)
The causes: (2)
Selfish:
spouse

Dishonest:

Self-Seeking:

Frightened:

Selfish:

Dishonest:

Self-Seeking:

Frightened:

Selfish:

Dishonest:

Self-Seeking:
Frightened:

Clear Form

The "BIG BOOK'S" Way to Be Rid of Resentment (pages 63
67)

I did this in AA -why should I do
this in OA?

People are
suffering terribly in
this world

Study from the bottom of page 65 to end of the 3rd paragraph on page 67, and then follow the instructions. Go to
each person who has harmed you or someone and say "_______ is spiritually sick." Don't forget to say the
Resentment Prayer (Lines 3-5, page 67), "God, please help me show ________ the same tolerance, pity and
patience I would cheerfully grant a sick friend" for each and every person who has harmed you, themselves or
someone else in Column 1 prior to starting Column 4.

Self-Esteem
Security (Pkt. Books)
Ambitions
Personal Relations
Sex Relations
Is any fear involved?

DON’T
INSTRUCTIONS:
Affects my: (3) FORGET
Core Character Defects (4)
THIS!
"Putting out of our minds the wrongs others have done, [use fold
Study from the bottom of page 63 to the end of page 65 and
lines to cover Columns 2 and 3] we resolutely looked for our own
then follow its instructions: a) List all people, institutions and
mistakes. Where had we been selfish, dishonest, self-seeking and
principles (Column 1) from top to bottom. b) List all "causes"
frightened? . . . [D]isregard the other person involved entirely.
(Column 2), top to bottom. c) Do all six instincts in Column 3
Where were we to blame? . . . When we saw our faults we listed
from top to bottom for each “cause”. d) Consider the first
them. We placed them before us in black and white. We admitted
three columns carefully. e) Then, complete Column 4 from
our wrongs honestly and were willing to set these matters straight."
top to bottom.
(page 67)
I’m resentful at: (1)
The causes: (2)
Selfish:
I'll never be thin

Dishonest:

Self-Seeking:

Frightened:

Selfish:

Dishonest:

Self-Seeking:

Frightened:

Selfish:

Dishonest:

Self-Seeking:
Frightened:

Clear Form

The "BIG BOOK'S" Way to Be Rid of Resentment (pages 63
67)

person who hurt
me as a child

people who don't
park within the
lines

betrayed my trust
caused me physical pain
caused me emotional pain
continues to make me feel terrible
changed my life completely
made me into a loser
I think of that person all the time
I am full of hatred
I am full of self-pity
don't care about others
only interested in themselves
forced me to walk a block
I got angry and yelled at my kids
later

Study from the bottom of page 65 to end of the 3rd paragraph on page 67, and then follow the instructions. Go to
each person who has harmed you or someone and say "_______ is spiritually sick." Don't forget to say the
Resentment Prayer (Lines 3-5, page 67), "God, please help me show ________ the same tolerance, pity and
patience I would cheerfully grant a sick friend" for each and every person who has harmed you, themselves or
someone else in Column 1 prior to starting Column 4.

Self-Esteem
Security (Pkt. Books)
Ambitions
Personal Relations
Sex Relations
Is any fear involved?

DON’T
INSTRUCTIONS:
Affects my: (3) FORGET
Core Character Defects (4)
THIS!
"Putting out of our minds the wrongs others have done, [use fold
Study from the bottom of page 63 to the end of page 65 and
lines to cover Columns 2 and 3] we resolutely looked for our own
then follow its instructions: a) List all people, institutions and
mistakes. Where had we been selfish, dishonest, self-seeking and
principles (Column 1) from top to bottom. b) List all "causes"
frightened? . . . [D]isregard the other person involved entirely.
(Column 2), top to bottom. c) Do all six instincts in Column 3
Where were we to blame? . . . When we saw our faults we listed
from top to bottom for each “cause”. d) Consider the first
them. We placed them before us in black and white. We admitted
three columns carefully. e) Then, complete Column 4 from
our wrongs honestly and were willing to set these matters straight."
top to bottom.
(page 67)
I’m resentful at: (1)
The causes: (2)
Selfish:
spouse
not enough sex
doesn't help around the house
isn't supportive of me in OA
Dishonest:
full of anger
spends too much money on self
Self-Seeking:
doesn't do part in parenting
calls me fat

Frightened:

Selfish:

Dishonest:

Self-Seeking:

Frightened:

Selfish:

Dishonest:

Self-Seeking:
Frightened:

Clear Form

The "BIG BOOK'S" Way to Be Rid of Resentment (pages 63
67)

I did this in AA -why should I do
this in OA?

AA is much more important to me.
AA has much more recovery.
I know more than my sponsor does
about the Twelve Steps.

People are
I'm enjoying my life and other
suffering terribly in people are dying.
this world
I am powerless over the horrible
things that are going on.
Things have to change for the
better!

Study from the bottom of page 65 to end of the 3rd paragraph on page 67, and then follow the instructions. Go to
each person who has harmed you or someone and say "_______ is spiritually sick." Don't forget to say the
Resentment Prayer (Lines 3-5, page 67), "God, please help me show ________ the same tolerance, pity and
patience I would cheerfully grant a sick friend" for each and every person who has harmed you, themselves or
someone else in Column 1 prior to starting Column 4.

Self-Esteem
Security (Pkt. Books)
Ambitions
Personal Relations
Sex Relations
Is any fear involved?

DON’T
INSTRUCTIONS:
Affects my: (3) FORGET
Core Character Defects (4)
THIS!
"Putting out of our minds the wrongs others have done, [use fold
Study from the bottom of page 63 to the end of page 65 and
lines to cover Columns 2 and 3] we resolutely looked for our own
then follow its instructions: a) List all people, institutions and
mistakes. Where had we been selfish, dishonest, self-seeking and
principles (Column 1) from top to bottom. b) List all "causes"
frightened? . . . [D]isregard the other person involved entirely.
(Column 2), top to bottom. c) Do all six instincts in Column 3
Where were we to blame? . . . When we saw our faults we listed
from top to bottom for each “cause”. d) Consider the first
them. We placed them before us in black and white. We admitted
three columns carefully. e) Then, complete Column 4 from
our wrongs honestly and were willing to set these matters straight."
top to bottom.
(page 67)
I’m resentful at: (1)
The causes: (2)
Selfish:
I'll never be thin
I always start off enthusiastically,
and then fail.
I don't have faith in this program.
Dishonest:
I don't have the right sponsor.
I always screw up.
Self-Seeking:
I hate being fat!

Frightened:

Selfish:

Dishonest:

Self-Seeking:

Frightened:

Selfish:

Dishonest:

Self-Seeking:
Frightened:

Clear Form

The "BIG BOOK'S" Way to Be Rid of Resentment (pages 63
67)

person who hurt
me as a child

people who don't
park within the
lines

betrayed my trust
caused me physical pain
caused me emotional pain
continues to make me feel terrible
changed my life completely
made me into a loser
I think of that person all the time
I am full of hatred
I am full of self-pity
don't care about others
only interested in themselves
forced me to walk a block
I got angry and yelled at my kids
later

✔ ✔
✔
✔ ✔
✔ ✔

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

✔
✔
✔
✔ ✔ ✔

✔
✔
✔
✔

✔
✔ ✔
✔ ✔
✔ ✔

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔
✔ ✔
✔ ✔ ✔
✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔
✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

✔
✔

✔

✔

✔
✔
✔ ✔

✔
✔
✔

Study from the bottom of page 65 to end of the 3rd paragraph on page 67, and then follow the instructions. Go to
each person who has harmed you or someone and say "_______ is spiritually sick." Don't forget to say the
Resentment Prayer (Lines 3-5, page 67), "God, please help me show ________ the same tolerance, pity and
patience I would cheerfully grant a sick friend" for each and every person who has harmed you, themselves or
someone else in Column 1 prior to starting Column 4.

Self-Esteem
Security (Pkt. Books)
Ambitions
Personal Relations
Sex Relations
Is any fear involved?

DON’T
INSTRUCTIONS:
Affects my: (3) FORGET
Core Character Defects (4)
THIS!
"Putting out of our minds the wrongs others have done, [use fold
Study from the bottom of page 63 to the end of page 65 and
lines to cover Columns 2 and 3] we resolutely looked for our own
then follow its instructions: a) List all people, institutions and
mistakes. Where had we been selfish, dishonest, self-seeking and
principles (Column 1) from top to bottom. b) List all "causes"
frightened? . . . [D]isregard the other person involved entirely.
(Column 2), top to bottom. c) Do all six instincts in Column 3
Where were we to blame? . . . When we saw our faults we listed
from top to bottom for each “cause”. d) Consider the first
them. We placed them before us in black and white. We admitted
three columns carefully. e) Then, complete Column 4 from
our wrongs honestly and were willing to set these matters straight."
top to bottom.
(page 67)
I’m resentful at: (1)
The causes: (2)
Selfish:
spouse
✔
✔ ✔ ✔ ✔
not enough sex
✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔
doesn't help around the house
✔ ✔ ✔ ✔
✔
isn't supportive of me in OA
Dishonest:
✔
✔
✔ ✔ ✔
full of anger
✔ ✔ ✔
✔
spends too much money on self
Self-Seeking:
✔ ✔
✔
doesn't do part in parenting
✔ ✔ ✔ ✔
✔
calls me fat

Frightened:

Selfish:

Dishonest:

Self-Seeking:

Frightened:

Selfish:

Dishonest:

Self-Seeking:
Frightened:

Clear Form

The "BIG BOOK'S" Way to Be Rid of Resentment (pages 63
67)

I did this in AA -why should I do
this in OA?

AA is much more important to me.
AA has much more recovery.
I know more than my sponsor does
about the Twelve Steps.

People are
I'm enjoying my life and other
suffering terribly in people are dying.
this world
I am powerless over the horrible
things that are going on.
Things have to change for the
better!

✔

✔ ✔
✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

✔

✔
✔

✔ ✔

✔

✔ ✔ ✔

✔

✔ ✔

✔

Study from the bottom of page 65 to end of the 3rd paragraph on page 67, and then follow the instructions. Go to
each person who has harmed you or someone and say "_______ is spiritually sick." Don't forget to say the
Resentment Prayer (Lines 3-5, page 67), "God, please help me show ________ the same tolerance, pity and
patience I would cheerfully grant a sick friend" for each and every person who has harmed you, themselves or
someone else in Column 1 prior to starting Column 4.

Self-Esteem
Security (Pkt. Books)
Ambitions
Personal Relations
Sex Relations
Is any fear involved?

DON’T
INSTRUCTIONS:
Affects my: (3) FORGET
Core Character Defects (4)
THIS!
"Putting out of our minds the wrongs others have done, [use fold
Study from the bottom of page 63 to the end of page 65 and
lines to cover Columns 2 and 3] we resolutely looked for our own
then follow its instructions: a) List all people, institutions and
mistakes. Where had we been selfish, dishonest, self-seeking and
principles (Column 1) from top to bottom. b) List all "causes"
frightened? . . . [D]isregard the other person involved entirely.
(Column 2), top to bottom. c) Do all six instincts in Column 3
Where were we to blame? . . . When we saw our faults we listed
from top to bottom for each “cause”. d) Consider the first
them. We placed them before us in black and white. We admitted
three columns carefully. e) Then, complete Column 4 from
our wrongs honestly and were willing to set these matters straight."
top to bottom.
(page 67)
I’m resentful at: (1)
The causes: (2)
Selfish:
I'll never be thin
✔ ✔ ✔ ✔
✔
I always start off enthusiastically,
and then fail.
✔ ✔
✔
I don't have faith in this program.
Dishonest:
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
I don't have the right sponsor.
✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔
I always screw up.
Self-Seeking:
✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔
I hate being fat!

Frightened:

Selfish:

Dishonest:

Self-Seeking:

Frightened:

Selfish:

Dishonest:

Self-Seeking:
Frightened:

Clear Form

The "BIG BOOK'S" Way to Be Rid of Resentment (pages 63
67)

person who hurt
me as a child

people who don't
park within the
lines

betrayed my trust
caused me physical pain
caused me emotional pain
continues to make me feel terrible
changed my life completely
made me into a loser
I think of that person all the time
I am full of hatred
I am full of self-pity
don't care about others
only interested in themselves
forced me to walk a block

✔ ✔
✔
✔ ✔
✔ ✔

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

✔
✔
✔
✔ ✔ ✔

✔
✔
✔
✔

✔
✔ ✔
✔ ✔
✔ ✔

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔
✔ ✔
✔ ✔ ✔
✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔
✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

✔

✔

✔

✔
✔

✔
✔

Study from the bottom of page 65 to end of the 3rd paragraph on page 67, and then follow the instructions. Go to
each person who has harmed you or someone and say "_______ is spiritually sick." Don't forget to say the
Resentment Prayer (Lines 3-5, page 67), "God, please help me show ________ the same tolerance, pity and
patience I would cheerfully grant a sick friend" for each and every person who has harmed you, themselves or
someone else in Column 1 prior to starting Column 4.

Self-Esteem
Security (Pkt. Books)
Ambitions
Personal Relations
Sex Relations
Is any fear involved?

DON’T
INSTRUCTIONS:
Affects my: (3) FORGET
Core Character Defects (4)
THIS!
"Putting out of our minds the wrongs others have done, [use fold
Study from the bottom of page 63 to the end of page 65 and
lines to cover Columns 2 and 3] we resolutely looked for our own
then follow its instructions: a) List all people, institutions and
b)
List
all
"causes"
principles (Column 1) from top to bottom.
Putting out of our minds the wrongs others have mistakes. Where had we been selfish, dishonest, self-seeking and
frightened? . . . [D]isregard the other person involved entirely.
in Column
3 for our own
(Column 2), top to bottom. c) Do all
six instincts
done,
we resolutely
looked
Where were we to blame? . . . When we saw our faults we listed
the first
from top to bottom for each “cause”.
d) Consider
mistakes.
So columns
2 and 3 are blocked off.
them. We placed them before us in black and white. We admitted
three columns carefully. e) Then, complete Column 4 from
our wrongs honestly and were willing to set these matters straight."
top to bottom.
(page 67)
I’m resentful at: (1)
The causes: (2)
Selfish: want spouse to be different from what spouse is capable
spouse
✔
✔ ✔ ✔ ✔
not enough sex
of right now; want my own way; want to feel safe; want to be loved;
✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔
doesn't help around the house
want partner to be good parent; want the partner of my childhood
dreams
✔ ✔ ✔ ✔
✔
isn't supportive of me in OA
Dishonest: I can't change spouse; I married whom I married; I
don't always tell spouse the truth that should be told about my own
✔
✔
✔ ✔ ✔
full of anger
needs and wants; spouse has many great qualities which I should
✔ ✔ ✔
✔
spends too much money on self
acknowledge. I love spouse.
Self-Seeking: There are times spouse makes me feel bad about
✔ ✔
✔
doesn't do part in parenting
myself. The relationship seems to be about me rather than about
✔ ✔ ✔ ✔
✔
calls me fat
OUR relationship.

Frightened: I'm afraid I may lose the relationship. I'm afraid of
living alone. I'm afraid of raising the children by myself. I'm afraid
of dating again. I'm afraid of being lonely.
Selfish: I want the past not to have happened. I want to have had
a relatively painless childhood. I want to have had a protected
childhood. I want my life to have been different.
Dishonest: What happened to me happened forty years ago. I
can't change the past. I didn't tell the truth when it happened and I
haven't told the truth to a number of people who should have
known.
Self-Seeking: This changed how I felt and still feel about myself. I
have felt damaged my whole life.
Frightened: Of trusting people, even those who love me. Of
trusting myself. Of feeling this way for the rest of my life.

Selfish: People should think of other people's discomfort.
Dishonest: I've sometimes done it and thought I had good reason
(in a hurry) not to correct it.

Self-Seeking: I didn't deserve having it happen to me!
Frightened: That something like this could get me so angry I
would yell at my kids.

Clear Form

The "BIG BOOK'S" Way to Be Rid of Resentment (pages 63
67)

I did this in AA -why should I do
this in OA?

AA is much more important to me.
AA has much more recovery.
I know more than my sponsor does
about the Twelve Steps.

People are
I'm enjoying my life and other
suffering terribly in people are dying.
this world
I am powerless over the horrible
things that are going on.
Things have to change for the
better!

✔

✔ ✔
✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

✔

✔
✔

✔ ✔

✔

✔ ✔ ✔

✔

✔ ✔

✔

Study from the bottom of page 65 to end of the 3rd paragraph on page 67, and then follow the instructions. Go to
each person who has harmed you or someone and say "_______ is spiritually sick." Don't forget to say the
Resentment Prayer (Lines 3-5, page 67), "God, please help me show ________ the same tolerance, pity and
patience I would cheerfully grant a sick friend" for each and every person who has harmed you, themselves or
someone else in Column 1 prior to starting Column 4.

Self-Esteem
Security (Pkt. Books)
Ambitions
Personal Relations
Sex Relations
Is any fear involved?

DON’T
INSTRUCTIONS:
Affects my: (3) FORGET
Core Character Defects (4)
THIS!
"Putting out of our minds the wrongs others have done, [use fold
Putting
ourofminds
theand
wrongs others have
63 toout
the of
end
page 65
Study from the bottom of page
lines to cover Columns 2 and 3] we resolutely looked for our own
then follow its instructions: a)
List
all
people,
institutions
and
done, we resolutly looked for our own mistakes.
mistakes. Where had we been selfish, dishonest, self-seeking and
b)
List
all
"causes"
principles (Column 1) from top
to
bottom.
So columns 2 and 3 are blocked off.
frightened? . . . [D]isregard the other person involved entirely.
(Column 2), top to bottom. c) Do all six instincts in Column 3
Where were we to blame? . . . When we saw our faults we listed
from top to bottom for each “cause”. d) Consider the first
them. We placed them before us in black and white. We admitted
three columns carefully. e) Then, complete Column 4 from
our wrongs honestly and were willing to set these matters straight."
top to bottom.
(page 67)
I’m resentful at: (1)
The causes: (2)
Selfish: I want to be thin my own way. Want it to be easy.
I'll never be thin
✔ ✔ ✔ ✔
✔
I always start off enthusiastically,
and then fail.
✔ ✔
✔
I don't have faith in this program.
Dishonest: There's a part of me that feels more comfortable being
fat. I always undermine myself. I've never taken this seriously. I
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
I don't have the right sponsor.
don't want to be a sex object.
✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔
I always screw up.
Self-Seeking: I want to be a sex object! I want to attract people. I
✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔
I hate being fat!

feel stupid and awful and victimized the way I am.

Frightened: That nothing will change.

Selfish: I was comfortable in AA. I don't want to be
uncomfortable. I don't want to do any more work than what I do
now.
Dishonest: If AA were going to do the job, it would have done the
job. I have not found a Higher Power that restored my sanity when
it comes to my compulsive eating.
Self-Seeking: I'm in the grand-daddy of all the programs, and I
have to lower myself to be in this one?
Frightened: That I'll never get thin; that I'll never find freedom from
the bondage of food.

Selfish: I want things to happen for the good for all people.
Dishonest: I am indeed powerless over the fate of millions of other
people. I waste my energies that could be used for good by
spending my time thinking about things I can't do.
Self-Seeking: If I were in charge of the world, life would be better
for everybody!
Frightened: That nothing will change.

Clear Form
THE BIG BOOK’S WAY OF REMOVING FEARS (PP. 67 & 68)
INSTRUCTIONS: a) Study from the bottom of page 67 to the bottom of page 68 in the book Alcoholics Anonymous. b) Complete column 1
(listing whom or what I am fearful of), from top to bottom. c) Complete the remaining columns from top to bottom for each fear in column
1. Remember that “we are now on a different basis; the basis of trusting and relying upon God. We trust infinite God rather than our finite
selves. . . . Just to the extent that we do as we think He would have us, and humbly rely on Him, does He enable us to match calamity with
serenity” (page 68).
I’m fearful of: (1)

Why do I have the fear? (2)

Fear Prayer: “God,
Did self
please remove my
Where was
What would God have you be? Write out your answer to that
reliance
my trust &
fear and direct my
work?
question for each and every fear listed. (6)
reliance? (3)
attention to what you
(4)
would have me be” (5)
COMPLETED FEAR
PRAYER?

My spouse

COMPLETED FEAR
PRAYER?

person who hurt
me as a child

COMPLETED FEAR
PRAYER?

COMPLETED FEAR
PRAYER?

COMPLETED FEAR
PRAYER?

COMPLETED FEAR
PRAYER?

COMPLETED FEAR
PRAYER?

COMPLETED FEAR
PRAYER?

Clear Form
THE BIG BOOK’S WAY OF REMOVING FEARS (PP. 67 & 68)
INSTRUCTIONS: a) Study from the bottom of page 67 to the bottom of page 68 in the book Alcoholics Anonymous. b) Complete column 1
(listing whom or what I am fearful of), from top to bottom. c) Complete the remaining columns from top to bottom for each fear in column
1. Remember that “we are now on a different basis; the basis of trusting and relying upon God. We trust infinite God rather than our finite
selves. . . . Just to the extent that we do as we think He would have us, and humbly rely on Him, does He enable us to match calamity with
serenity” (page 68).
I’m fearful of: (1)

Why do I have the fear? (2)

Fear Prayer: “God,
Did self
please remove my
Where was
What would God have you be? Write out your answer to that
reliance
my trust &
fear and direct my
work?
question for each and every fear listed. (6)
reliance? (3)
attention to what you
(4)
would have me be” (5)

Infinite My
God Finite Yes No
Self

COMPLETED FEAR
PRAYER?

My spouse

I'll lose her
Infinite My
I'll never find anyone else
God Finite Yes No
I'll be alone all my life
Self
I'll have to raise the children myself

COMPLETED FEAR
PRAYER?

person who hurt
me as a child

I'll never be over this hurt
I won't be able to trust anyone
My hating will cause me to eat
I can't really enjoy sex or love

Infinite My
God Finite Yes No
Self

COMPLETED FEAR
PRAYER?

my kids

I'll yell at them
I'll hurt them
they'll die before me
they'll hate me

Infinite My
God Finite Yes No
Self

people will suffer in I'll never be able to be happy
this world
I won't be able to help anyone
It will get worse

Infinite My
God Finite Yes No
Self

I'll never be thin

I'll die early and painfully
I'll never be attractive
I won't be able to do the things I
want to do in my life

Infinite My
God Finite Yes No
Self

I'm going to die

It will be painful and slow
I won't know what happens after

Infinite My
God Finite Yes No
Self
Infinite My
God Finite Yes No
Self

COMPLETED FEAR
PRAYER?

COMPLETED FEAR
PRAYER?

COMPLETED FEAR
PRAYER?

COMPLETED FEAR
PRAYER?

COMPLETED FEAR
PRAYER?

Clear Form
THE BIG BOOK’S WAY OF REMOVING FEARS (PP. 67 & 68)
INSTRUCTIONS: a) Study from the bottom of page 67 to the bottom of page 68 in the book Alcoholics Anonymous. b) Complete column 1
(listing whom or what I am fearful of), from top to bottom. c) Complete the remaining columns from top to bottom for each fear in column
1. Remember that “we are now on a different basis; the basis of trusting and relying upon God. We trust infinite God rather than our finite
selves. . . . Just to the extent that we do as we think He would have us, and humbly rely on Him, does He enable us to match calamity with
serenity” (page 68).
I’m fearful of: (1)

My spouse

person who hurt
me as a child

my kids

Why do I have the fear? (2)

Infinite My
God Finite Yes No
Self

COMPLETED FEAR
PRAYER?

I'll lose her
Infinite My
I'll never find anyone else
God Finite Yes No
I'll be alone all my life
Self
I'll have to raise the children myself

COMPLETED FEAR
PRAYER?

I'll never be over this hurt
I won't be able to trust anyone
My hating will cause me to eat
I can't really enjoy sex or love

Infinite My
God Finite Yes No
Self

COMPLETED FEAR
PRAYER?

I'll yell at them
I'll hurt them
they'll die before me
they'll hate me

Infinite My
God Finite Yes No
Self

people will suffer in I'll never be able to be happy
this world
I won't be able to help anyone
It will get worse
I'll never be thin

I'm going to die

Fear Prayer: “God,
Did self
please remove my
Where was
What would God have you be? Write out your answer to that
reliance
my trust &
fear and direct my
work?
question for each and every fear listed. (6)
reliance? (3)
attention to what you
(4)
would have me be” (5)

Infinite My
God Finite Yes No
Self

I'll die early and painfully
I'll never be attractive
I won't be able to do the things I
want to do in my life

Infinite My
God Finite Yes No
Self

It will be painful and slow
I won't know what happens after

Infinite My
God Finite Yes No
Self
Infinite My
God Finite Yes No
Self

✔

✔
COMPLETED FEAR
PRAYER?

✔
COMPLETED FEAR
PRAYER?

✔
COMPLETED FEAR
PRAYER?

✔
COMPLETED FEAR
PRAYER?

✔
COMPLETED FEAR
PRAYER?

Clear Form
THE BIG BOOK’S WAY OF REMOVING FEARS (PP. 67 & 68)
INSTRUCTIONS: a) Study from the bottom of page 67 to the bottom of page 68 in the book Alcoholics Anonymous. b) Complete column 1
(listing whom or what I am fearful of), from top to bottom. c) Complete the remaining columns from top to bottom for each fear in column
1. Remember that “we are now on a different basis; the basis of trusting and relying upon God. We trust infinite God rather than our finite
selves. . . . Just to the extent that we do as we think He would have us, and humbly rely on Him, does He enable us to match calamity with
serenity” (page 68).
I’m fearful of: (1)

My spouse

person who hurt
me as a child

my kids

Why do I have the fear? (2)

Infinite My
God Finite Yes No
Self

COMPLETED FEAR
PRAYER?

I'll lose her
Infinite My
I'll never find anyone else
God Finite Yes No
I'll be alone all my life
Self
I'll have to raise the children myself

COMPLETED FEAR
PRAYER?

I'll never be over this hurt
I won't be able to trust anyone
My hating will cause me to eat
I can't really enjoy sex or love

Infinite My
God Finite Yes No
Self

COMPLETED FEAR
PRAYER?

I'll yell at them
I'll hurt them
they'll die before me
they'll hate me

Infinite My
God Finite Yes No
Self

people will suffer in I'll never be able to be happy
this world
I won't be able to help anyone
It will get worse
I'll never be thin

I'm going to die

Fear Prayer: “God,
Did self
please remove my
Where was
What would God have you be? Write out your answer to that
reliance
my trust &
fear and direct my
work?
question for each and every fear listed. (6)
reliance? (3)
attention to what you
(4)
would have me be” (5)

Infinite My
God Finite Yes No
Self

I'll die early and painfully
I'll never be attractive
I won't be able to do the things I
want to do in my life

Infinite My
God Finite Yes No
Self

It will be painful and slow
I won't know what happens after

Infinite My
God Finite Yes No
Self
Infinite My
God Finite Yes No
Self

✔

✔
COMPLETED FEAR
PRAYER?

✔
COMPLETED FEAR
PRAYER?

✔
COMPLETED FEAR
PRAYER?

✔
COMPLETED FEAR
PRAYER?

✔
COMPLETED FEAR
PRAYER?

A loving, compassionate, understanding, honest, giving person
who thinks of my spouse more than me and who invests in our
relationship together
A person who is free from hate, regret, fear, who can trust and
enjoy life, who does not live in the past, who does not deny love
to others

A loving, compassionate, understanding, honest, giving parent
who thinks of my children more than me and who invests in our
relationship with each other
A person who tries to help others and who is not paralyzed by
what cannot be done and who is able to enjoy life on life's terms
and accept happiness when happiness comes my way

A person who seeks a spiritual awakening to relieve me of my
mental obsession so that I can remain abstinent and reach and
maintain a healthy body weight
A person who keeps as healthy as I can and accepts that life is
relatively short and gives of myself so that others may enjoy
themselves.

THE BIG BOOK’S WAY TO “SENSIBLY OVERHAUL” OUR OWN SEX CONDUCT (Pages 68
70)
INSTRUCTIONS: a) Study from the bottom of page 68 to the end of third paragraph on page 70. b) Fill in Column 1from top to bottom. c) Do
Column 2 from top to bottom. d) Fill in each of the remaining columns from top to bottom. Do not work across the page from left to right.
Don’t forget the Sex Prayer (“God, please mold my ideals and help me to live up to them”) on page 69, and the Big Book’s Sex Meditation
(“God, please show me what to do about this [each] specific matter”) on page 69. “The right answer will come if we want it”. This will shape a
“sane and sound ideal for our future sex life” (page 69). Be sure to restudy what happens if we “fall short of the chosen ideal and stumble” on
page 70. Be sure to continue to pray the “Earnest” prayers from page 70 (on the right hand side of this page) for ongoing guidance, strength,
sanity, and the right ideal. Clear Form Data
Whom did I
hurt? (1)

Where was I (2)

Did I
arouse: (3)

Where was I at fault, what should I have done
instead? (4)

Was each
Sex
Sex
The Earnest
relation? Prayer Meditation
Prayers
page 70
(5)
Page 69(6)Page 69(7)

my spouse

Selfish:
Dishonest:
Inconsiderate:

S
E
L
F
I
S
H

my ex

Selfish:
Dishonest:
Inconsiderate:

my high school
sweetheart

Selfish:
Dishonest:
Inconsiderate:

S
E
L
F
I
S
H
S
E
L
F
I
S
H

“God,
please
mold my
ideals
and help
me to
live up to
them.”

“God, We
please earnestly
show me pray for:
what to
do about The right
this[each] ideal
specific
matter” Guidance in
each
questionable
situation

“God,
please
mold my
ideals
and help
me to
live up to
them.”

“God, Sanity
please
show me The strength
what to to do the right
do about thing
this[each]
specific
If sex is
matter”

troublesome,
we throw
ourselves the
harder into
helping others.
“God,
“God, We think of
please
please their needs
mold my show me and work for
ideals
what to them.
and help do about This takes us
me to this[each] out of
live up to specific ourselves.
them.”
matter” It quiets the
imperious urge,
when to yield
would mean
heartache.

THE BIG BOOK’S WAY TO “SENSIBLY OVERHAUL” OUR OWN SEX CONDUCT (Pages 68
70)
INSTRUCTIONS: a) Study from the bottom of page 68 to the end of third paragraph on page 70. b) Fill in Column 1from top to bottom. c) Do
Column 2 from top to bottom. d) Fill in each of the remaining columns from top to bottom. Do not work across the page from left to right.
Don’t forget the Sex Prayer (“God, please mold my ideals and help me to live up to them”) on page 69, and the Big Book’s Sex Meditation
(“God, please show me what to do about this [each] specific matter”) on page 69. “The right answer will come if we want it”. This will shape a
“sane and sound ideal for our future sex life” (page 69). Be sure to restudy what happens if we “fall short of the chosen ideal and stumble” on
page 70. Be sure to continue to pray the “Earnest” prayers from page 70 (on the right hand side of this page) for ongoing guidance, strength,
sanity, and the right ideal. Clear Form Data
Whom did I
hurt? (1)

Where was I (2)

my spouse

Did I
arouse: (3)
Jealousy?

Selfish: wanted spouse to be different; want my way;
want sex; want love
Suspicion?

Dishonest: can't change anyone but myself; made choice;
haven't been honest about needs and
problems; haven't love what there is to love
Inconsiderate: thought of myself and not spouse; how spouse Bitterness?
feels affects how I feel about myself

my ex

Jealousy?

Selfish: wanted what I wanted from the relationship;
ate myself out of the relationships thought of
Suspicion?
myself only; denied sex because of anger
blamed
spouse
for
the
bad
relationship
instead
Dishonest:
of myself; did not invest myself into
relationship; denied sex
Bitterness?
Inconsiderate: thought only of myself; thought I could fix
things; didn't think of ex's needs or desires
my high school
sweetheart

Where was I at fault, what should I have done
instead? (4)

Was each
Sex
Sex
The Earnest
relation? Prayer Meditation
Prayers
page 70
(5)
Page 69(6)Page 69(7)

“God,

please
S
mold my
E Yes ideals
L
and help
me to
F
live up to
I
them.”
S No
H

S
E Yes
L
F
I
S No
H

Jealousy?

Selfish: wanted sex without committed relationship;
thought only of my needs; used other to get
Suspicion?
peer respect
Dishonest: did not tell sweetheart the truth; lied about
other relationships; pretended to be interested
in things just to get the relationship
Bitterness?
Inconsiderate: my sexual needs were foremost; used the
other in many ways

S
E Yes
L
F
I
S No
H

“God,
please
mold my
ideals
and help
me to
live up to
them.”

“God, We
please earnestly
show me pray for:
what to
do about The right
this[each] ideal
specific
matter” Guidance in
each
questionable
situation

“God, Sanity
please
show me The strength
what to to do the right
do about thing
this[each]
specific
If sex is
matter”

troublesome,
we throw
ourselves the
harder into
helping others.
“God,
“God, We think of
please
please their needs
mold my show me and work for
ideals
what to them.
and help do about This takes us
me to this[each] out of
live up to specific ourselves.
them.”
matter” It quiets the
imperious urge,
when to yield
would mean
heartache.

THE BIG BOOK’S WAY TO “SENSIBLY OVERHAUL” OUR OWN SEX CONDUCT (Pages 68
70)
INSTRUCTIONS: a) Study from the bottom of page 68 to the end of third paragraph on page 70. b) Fill in Column 1from top to bottom. c) Do
Column 2 from top to bottom. d) Fill in each of the remaining columns from top to bottom. Do not work across the page from left to right.
Don’t forget the Sex Prayer (“God, please mold my ideals and help me to live up to them”) on page 69, and the Big Book’s Sex Meditation
(“God, please show me what to do about this [each] specific matter”) on page 69. “The right answer will come if we want it”. This will shape a
“sane and sound ideal for our future sex life” (page 69). Be sure to restudy what happens if we “fall short of the chosen ideal and stumble” on
page 70. Be sure to continue to pray the “Earnest” prayers from page 70 (on the right hand side of this page) for ongoing guidance, strength,
sanity, and the right ideal. Clear Form Data
Whom did I
hurt? (1)

Where was I (2)

my spouse

Did I
arouse: (3)
Jealousy?

Selfish: wanted spouse to be different; want my way;
want sex; want love
Suspicion?

Dishonest: can't change anyone but myself; made choice;
haven't been honest about needs and
problems; haven't love what there is to love
Inconsiderate: thought of myself and not spouse; how spouse Bitterness?
feels affects how I feel about myself
X

my ex

Where was I at fault, what should I have done
instead? (4)

Was each
Sex
Sex
The Earnest
relation? Prayer Meditation
Prayers
page 70
(5)
Page 69(6)Page 69(7)

“God,

please
S
mold my
E Yes ideals
L
and help
me to
F
live up to
I
them.”
S No
H

Jealousy?

Selfish: wanted what I wanted from the relationship;
ate myself out of the relationships thought of
myself only; denied sex because of anger
Dishonest: blamed spouse for the bad relationship instead
of myself; did not invest myself into
relationship; denied sex
Inconsiderate: thought only of myself; thought I could fix
things; didn't think of ex's needs or desires

X

Suspicion?
X

Bitterness?
X

S
E Yes
L
F
I
S No
H

★

my high school
sweetheart

Jealousy?

Selfish: wanted sex without committed relationship;
thought only of my needs; used other to get
peer respect
Dishonest: did not tell sweetheart the truth; lied about
other relationships; pretended to be interested
in things just to get the relationship
Inconsiderate: my sexual needs were foremost; used the
other in many ways

Suspicion?
X

Bitterness?
X

★

S
E Yes
L
F
I
S No
H

“God,
please
mold my
ideals
and help
me to
live up to
them.”

“God, We
please earnestly
show me pray for:
what to
do about The right
this[each] ideal
specific
matter” Guidance in
each
questionable
situation

“God, Sanity
please
show me The strength
what to to do the right
do about thing
this[each]
specific
If sex is
matter”

troublesome,
we throw
ourselves the
harder into
helping others.
“God,
“God, We think of
please
please their needs
mold my show me and work for
ideals
what to them.
and help do about This takes us
me to this[each] out of
live up to specific ourselves.
them.”
matter” It quiets the
imperious urge,
when to yield
would mean
heartache.

THE BIG BOOK’S WAY TO “SENSIBLY OVERHAUL” OUR OWN SEX CONDUCT (Pages 68
70)
INSTRUCTIONS: a) Study from the bottom of page 68 to the end of third paragraph on page 70. b) Fill in Column 1from top to bottom. c) Do
Column 2 from top to bottom. d) Fill in each of the remaining columns from top to bottom. Do not work across the page from left to right.
Don’t forget the Sex Prayer (“God, please mold my ideals and help me to live up to them”) on page 69, and the Big Book’s Sex Meditation
(“God, please show me what to do about this [each] specific matter”) on page 69. “The right answer will come if we want it”. This will shape a
“sane and sound ideal for our future sex life” (page 69). Be sure to restudy what happens if we “fall short of the chosen ideal and stumble” on
page 70. Be sure to continue to pray the “Earnest” prayers from page 70 (on the right hand side of this page) for ongoing guidance, strength,
sanity, and the right ideal. Clear Form Data
Whom did I
hurt? (1)

Where was I (2)

my spouse

Did I
arouse: (3)
Jealousy?

Selfish: wanted spouse to be different; want my way;
want sex; want love
Suspicion?

Dishonest: can't change anyone but myself; made choice;
haven't been honest about needs and
problems; haven't love what there is to love
Inconsiderate: thought of myself and not spouse; how spouse
feels affects how I feel about myself

Where was I at fault, what should I have done
instead? (4)

should invest myself into relationship
should think of spouse's needs and not mine
should be honest and loving and caring
should do more around the house
should love myself so I can be loved

Bitterness?

★

my ex

Jealousy?

Selfish: wanted what I wanted from the relationship;

should have invested more into the
relationship

★

ate myself out of the relationships thought of
Suspicion?
myself only; denied sex because of anger
blamed
spouse
for
the
bad
relationship
instead
Dishonest:
of myself; did not invest myself into
★
relationship; denied sex
Bitterness?
Inconsiderate: thought only of myself; thought I could fix
things; didn't think of ex's needs or desires

Was each
Sex
Sex
The Earnest
relation? Prayer Meditation
Prayers
page 70
(5)
Page 69(6)Page 69(7)

“God,

please
S
mold my
E Yes ideals
L
and help
me to
F
live up to
I
them.”
S No
✔
H

S
E Yes
L
F
I
S No
H

★

my high school
sweetheart

Selfish: wanted sex without committed relationship;
thought only of my needs; used other to get
peer respect
Dishonest: did not tell sweetheart the truth; lied about
other relationships; pretended to be interested
in things just to get the relationship
Inconsiderate: my sexual needs were foremost; used the
other in many ways

Jealousy?

★
Suspicion?

Bitterness?

★

should not have entered into the relationship;
or, once having entered into it and realized the
imbalance of emotions, should have ended it
honestly and with grace.

S
E Yes
L
F
I
S No
H

“God,
please
mold my
ideals
and help
me to
live up to
them.”

“God, We
please earnestly
show me pray for:
what to
do about The right
this[each] ideal
specific
matter” Guidance in

✔

each
questionable
situation

“God, Sanity
please
show me The strength
what to to do the right
do about thing
this[each]
specific
If sex is
matter”

troublesome,
we throw
ourselves the
✔
✔
harder into
helping others.
“God,
“God, We think of
please
please their needs
mold my show me and work for
ideals
what to them.
and help do about This takes us
me to this[each] out of
live up to specific ourselves.
them.”
matter” It quiets the
imperious urge,
when to yield
✔
✔
would mean
heartache.

STEP EIGHT AND NINE LIST
Clear Data
This form is not taken in its entirety from the Big Book, but is a useful guide. Fill out the form directly from the saved copies of your Fourth Step
Inventory worksheets. Complete all Amends marked in the “Now?” column. When done, move the items from the “Sometime?” column to “Now?”
and the “Never!” items to “Sometime?” You’ll find that the Nevers have turned into Sometimes, and the Sometimes into Nows. Continue this
process until you complete all items on your Ninth Step.
Name of person
harmed:

spouse

person who hurt
me as a child

ex

OA

my children

people who are
suffering

Harm done to that person:

Possible Amend(s) for that harm (Apology, Restitution,
Public Acknowledgement, Living)

Ready to do the
Amend(s)…

Will this Amend
Someharm that person Now?
Never!
time?
or anyone else?

STEP EIGHT AND NINE LIST
Clear Data
This form is not taken in its entirety from the Big Book, but is a useful guide. Fill out the form directly from the saved copies of your Fourth Step
Inventory worksheets. Complete all Amends marked in the “Now?” column. When done, move the items from the “Sometime?” column to “Now?”
and the “Never!” items to “Sometime?” You’ll find that the Nevers have turned into Sometimes, and the Sometimes into Nows. Continue this
process until you complete all items on your Ninth Step.
Name of person
harmed:

spouse

Harm done to that person:

didn't invest in the relationship
haven't been honest about my needs
haven't been honest about my
feelings
having given spouse love required

person who hurt have allowed that person to haunt my
me as a child
entire life
have allowed that person to keep me
from enjoying love
haven't told anyone about what
happened
ex
denied sex
didn't invest in the relationship
used ex

OA

my children

don't contribute at meetings
don't work the steps
haven't recovered

don't give them love
haven't talked about my hurts and
illness

people who are don't help them
suffering
don't help any of them
am paralyzed

Possible Amend(s) for that harm (Apology, Restitution,
Public Acknowledgement, Living)

Ready to do the
Amend(s)…

Will this Amend
Someharm that person Now?
Never!
time?
or anyone else?

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

STEP EIGHT AND NINE LIST
Clear Data
This form is not taken in its entirety from the Big Book, but is a useful guide. Fill out the form directly from the saved copies of your Fourth Step
Inventory worksheets. Complete all Amends marked in the “Now?” column. When done, move the items from the “Sometime?” column to “Now?”
and the “Never!” items to “Sometime?” You’ll find that the Nevers have turned into Sometimes, and the Sometimes into Nows. Continue this
process until you complete all items on your Ninth Step.
Name of person
harmed:

spouse

Harm done to that person:

Possible Amend(s) for that harm (Apology, Restitution,
Public Acknowledgement, Living)

didn't invest in the relationship
living amend
haven't been honest about my needs honesty about needs and feelings
haven't been honest about my
give love and think of spouse's needs and desires
feelings
having given spouse love required

person who hurt have allowed that person to haunt my
me as a child
entire life
have allowed that person to keep me
from enjoying love
haven't told anyone about what
happened
ex
denied sex
didn't invest in the relationship
used ex

tell my loved ones the truth about what happened to
me
kick that person out of my head
understand how that person has become an unhuman person who cannot know the joys that I am
capable of feeling
apologize
tell truth about cheating

OA

don't contribute at meetings
don't work the steps
haven't recovered

work the steps and recover

don't give them love
haven't talked about my hurts and
illness

living amends
give love
tell them the truth

my children

people who are don't help them
suffering
don't help any of them
am paralyzed

Ready to do the
Amend(s)…

Will this Amend
Someharm that person Now?
Never!
time?
or anyone else?

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

help whom I can when I can
stop being paralyzed

Yes No

STEP EIGHT AND NINE LIST
Clear Data
This form is not taken in its entirety from the Big Book, but is a useful guide. Fill out the form directly from the saved copies of your Fourth Step
Inventory worksheets. Complete all Amends marked in the “Now?” column. When done, move the items from the “Sometime?” column to “Now?”
and the “Never!” items to “Sometime?” You’ll find that the Nevers have turned into Sometimes, and the Sometimes into Nows. Continue this
process until you complete all items on your Ninth Step.
Name of person
harmed:

spouse

Harm done to that person:

Possible Amend(s) for that harm (Apology, Restitution,
Public Acknowledgement, Living)

didn't invest in the relationship
living amend
haven't been honest about my needs honesty about needs and feelings
haven't been honest about my
give love and think of spouse's needs and desires
feelings
having given spouse love required

person who hurt have allowed that person to haunt my
me as a child
entire life
have allowed that person to keep me
from enjoying love
haven't told anyone about what
happened
ex
denied sex
didn't invest in the relationship
used ex

tell my loved ones the truth about what happened to
me
kick that person out of my head
understand how that person has become an unhuman person who cannot know the joys that I am
capable of feeling
apologize
tell truth about cheating

OA

don't contribute at meetings
don't work the steps
haven't recovered

work the steps and recover

don't give them love
haven't talked about my hurts and
illness

living amends
give love
tell them the truth

my children

people who are don't help them
suffering
don't help any of them
am paralyzed

Ready to do the
Amend(s)…

Will this Amend
Someharm that person Now?
Never!
time?
or anyone else?

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

help whom I can when I can
stop being paralyzed

Yes No

